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The Xindi are an union of five divergent but genetically related species who 
all evolved on the same planet, Xindus. The five species are the Aboreals, 
Primates, Reptilians, lnsectoids, and Aquatics. A sixth species, the Avians, 
used to exist but were all slain. In the 2030s their planet was destroyed by a 
civil war, the result of a Reptilian and lnsectoid plot, forcing the entire species 
to relocate. In the early 2150s, beings from another dimension deceived the 
Xindi into attacking Earth, which was repelled by a military alliance between 
Earth and Andoria. This incident helped establish the United Earth as a major 
interstellar power.

Descending from an ape-like being from a savanna plain, Xindi-Primates 
resemble Humans with ridged foreheads and a high hairline. Primates were 
often highly intelligence, being second among the Xindi only to the Aquatics. 
Their intelligence and skill at engineering allowed them to dominate the other 
Xindi on their ancient homeworld, but gives them an arrogance and sense of 
superiority over other species. The Xindi-Reptilians and lnsectoids resented the 
Primates for centuries because of this period of oppression, with this hatred 
lasting to the start of the 23rd Century. Despite their history of tyranny, Xindi-
Primates had a reputation for honesty and trustworthiness.

EXAMPLE VALUE: lt is Easier to Fix Things Than to Completely Rebuild

TRAIT: Xindi, Primate. All subspecies of Xindi share 99% the same
DNA and are largely susceptible to many of the same toxins and contagions. 
Xindi-Primnates are intelligent and are skilled at both engineering and 
construction but are not very resilient, lacking physical endurance and being 
susceptible to radiation and toxins.

TALENTS: The character receives access to the following talents:

STRUCTURAL AWARENESS
REQUIREMENT: Xindi-Primate, or Gamemaster’s Permission
You can guess the weak spots of objects and walls, through your knowledge 
of building materials and engineering. When you attack a target that is behind 
cover, you ignore 1 Cover Dice.


